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Abstract: Abstract
Introduction:
Metal debris can produce a foreign body inflammatory reaction or as third
body wear in the situation of joint arthroplasty. We evaluate a simple
method for reducing this debris using a sterile water-based lubricating
gel.
Materials & Methods:
Eight experimental surgical models consisting of porcine muscle overlying
a polyethylene tube with a titanium locking plate and screws secured were
constructed. Four models had water based lubricating gel applied to the
wound edges, four were left without as controls. Image were then
captured before and after irrigation from which the amount of debris
could be quantified.
Results:
The reduction of surface area covered by debris for models with waterbased gel was greater (p=0.001). The average reduction in surface area
was 27.2% for the control group and 94.1 % for the models covered with
lubricating gel.
Conclusion:
We show that using a safe, inexpensive and easily available water-based
lubricating gel reduces the amount of embedded debris when burring metal
implants using a high-speed burr.
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Surface area
(Pixels)
Before
After
Difference
%

Group 1
Group 2
1a
1b
1c
1d
2a
2b
2c
2d
265767
301987
299873
287649
259084
287098
276890
256787
216787
199878
221775
198988
18672
13996
18667
12098
48980
102109
78098
88661
240412
273102
258223
244689
18.43
33.81
26.04
30.82
92.79
95.13
93.26
95.29
Group 1 average reduction = 27.2 %
Group 2 average reduction =94.12
P=0.0001

Table 1: Surface area covered in particulate.
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Figure 1: Surgical Model
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Figure 2: Computer generated mask of area covered in debris
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Abstract
Introduction:
1

Metal debris can produce a foreign body inflammatory reaction or as third body wear in the

2

situation of joint arthroplasty. We evaluate a simple method for reducing this debris using a

3

sterile water-based lubricating gel.
Materials & Methods:

4

Eight experimental surgical models consisting of porcine muscle overlying a polyethylene

5

tube with a titanium locking plate and screws secured were constructed. Four models had

6

water based lubricating gel applied to the wound edges, four were left without as controls.

7

Image were then captured before and after irrigation from which the amount of debris could

8

be quantified.
Results:

9

The reduction of surface area covered by debris for models with water-based gel was

10

greater (p=0.001). The average reduction in surface area was 27.2% for the control group

11

and 94.1 % for the models covered with lubricating gel.
Conclusion:

12

We show that using a safe, inexpensive and easily available water-based lubricating gel

13

reduces the amount of embedded debris when burring metal implants using a high-speed

14

burr.

1

Introduction
15

Significant amounts of metal debris can be generated during attempts at metalwork

16

removal. This is especially in cases where implants must be cut with a saw or drilled with a

17

burr[1-3]. Implant constructs which employ locking mechanisms can ‘cold weld’ such that

18

the screws become fixed to the plate; removal involves drilling the screw head with a

19

carbide burr. In all such cases metal debris is deposited in the surrounding soft tissue and

20

can result in foreign-body induced inflammatory reactions[4,5]. Debris around or within

21

prosthetic joints will cause third body wear, early failure and the need for further surgery

22

[6]. There have been case reports of metal wear debris being detected in remote bone

23

marrow regions [7].

24

We performed a study to investigate the efficacy of a simple and inexpensive technique

25

using a sterile water-based lubricating gel for the prevention and clearance of metal debris

26

contamination.

Materials & Methods:
27

Eight experimental, surgical models consisting of porcine muscle overlying a polyethylene

28

tube with a titanium locking plate and screws secured to it were prepared (Figure 1). All

29

screws were locked within their plates. The screw heads were subjected to 90 seconds of

30

high speed burring with a carbide burr to create metal debris. Four models were used as a

2

31

control group (Group 1) without lubricating gel on the surrounding tissue. Four models had

32

the surrounding soft tissue coated with a water-based lubricating gel (AQUAGEL, Adams –

33

42g £1.98) by applying approximately 5ml to the screw head and spreading it gently with

34

digital pressure onto the exposed tissue (Group 2). A single application was made. The gel

35

was thickest (2-3mm) over tissue within a 20mm radius of the screw and spread more evenly

36

beyond this. All eight models were irrigated with 500mls of sodium chloride solution using

37

a 20mls syringe under manual digital pressure.

38

Images of the models were then captured before and after irrigation. Digital images were

39

cropped and proportioned to include only the area being analysed. Adjustments were made

40

to red, green and blue colour (RGB) thresholds to isolate the debris. ImageJ (National

41

Institutes of Health (NIH), US) is a public domain, Java-based image processing program that

42

we used to create a mask of surface area covered with debris and calculate amount

43

remaining on each model after irrigation (Figure 2). The results were statistically analyzed

44

using the student t test with Stastical Package for the Social Science SPSS v20 (SPSS Inc.,

45

Chicago, IL, USA).

Results:
46

There was a statistically significant difference in the reduction of surface area covered with

47

metal debris particles before and after irrigation, favouring models in which the water-based

48

gel was used (p=0.001). The average reduction in surface area was 27.2% for group 1 and

49

94.1 % for group 2. The greatest clearance (95.29%) was noted in a model used in group 2

50

and the lowest in group 1 (18.4%). The recordings are shown in Table 1.

3

Discussion:
51

Metalwork removal is performed commonly on a patient-specific basis[8]. Removal of small

52

particle foreign material from wounds can be time consuming and difficult. Metal shaving

53

can be particularly challenging as they can embed themselves within the surrounding soft

54

tissues. Failure to achieve adequate clearance can resulting in significant morbidity and

55

disability for patients[9]. In cases where neighbouring tissue is contaminated, surgical

56

treatment conventionally involves surgical debridement of contaminated tissues.

57

validate by way of experimentation, a simple technique for both prevention and clearance of

58

large amounts of metal debris contamination.

59

The technical application of Surgilube (Fougera, Melville, NY, USA), a sterile lubricating jelly

60

in the management of metal debris has previously been described by Brubacher et al[10].

61

The authors describe a similar method in preventing contamination when removing titanium

62

locking plates. To our knowledge the efficacy of aqueous lubricating gel in minimizing

63

contamination has not previously been quantified by scientific methods.

64

Titanium and stainless steel particulate is known to elicit a macrophage- mediated

65

inflammatory response leading to increased levels of local proinflammatory cytokine

66

roduction, subsequent osteoclastogenesis and cellular apoptosis. This response can progress

67

to acute or chronic infection and tissue damage locally with a potential for systemic upset.

68

Internal fixation and metal implants are common within current orthopaedic practice in both

69

elective and emergency settings. This results in a significant population with metalwork in

70

situ[11]. Removal of orthopaedic implants is common. In some countries general policy is to

71

remove implants for fracture and in some instances surgeons are influenced by patient

72

concern over local and systemic effects[12]. Absolute indications for implant removal

73

include infection, peri-prosthetic fracture and soft tissue injury[13]. The rates of
4

We

74

symptomatic hardware vary in the literature with some authors reporting figures as high as

75

30% for superficial bones[14].

76

In many instances metalwork removal is performed without complication or contamination.

77

Troubles arise in cases where the implant has fractured or cold welded requiring drilling or

78

sawing. Meticulous clearance of debris can be achieved with the use of water based

79

lubricating gels followed by lavage. There are no major risks associated with the use of

80

sterile water based lubricant gels in surgical wounds provided appropriate surgical technique

81

is used and a thorough wound toilet performed. To our knowledge there are no case

82

reports of serious harm or adverse event using gels. The technique can be used for any type

83

of debris despite being described for metals in this report.

84

It is the authors’ opinion that the use of gel is most effective in cases where it is applied to

85

tissue prior to the generation of debris such as difficult metalwork removal or revision

86

arthroplasty surgery. We recommend coverage of all exposed deep tissue if possible, with

87

the thickest application of gel within a radius surrounding the screw of approximately three

88

to five centimetres. Though our experiment does not directly address particulate velocity, it

89

is likely to be embedded with greatest force at the site closely surrounding the surgical

90

target.

91

The strengths of our study are that methods and materials are reproducible in a laboratory

92

environment; multiple models were used; a standardised approach to image analysis was

93

performed with task specific software.

94

quantification of the pressure applied in burring the metal. This could be addressed with the

95

use of a vice and Newton meter.

96

Conclusion:

A weakness of our experiment is a lack of

5

97

We demonstrate the use of water-based lubricating gel reduces the amount of embedded

98

debris. The technique is inexpensive, safe and reproducible. It is an effective adjunct to

99

irrigation of wounds where debris is created.
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